
Towards a New Town Hall 
Please provide your comments on Option A 

  
  Respondents Responses 

1 Simple design with lots of windows.  Could possibly adjust colors of the walls. 
2 To plain  

3 

looks like a dated office building from the picture below.  
 
Not hugely fond of the massive ramp that would be required to access the main level of 
the building from the one side.  

4 boring exterior; decent layout; good location 
5 outside is very plain; like the environmental considerations 
6 Nice concept but is missing the outside space  
7 I think this just lacks a friendly appeal.  It seems too institutional and lacking character 

8 

This is my favorite building location and parking setup. I like the exterior, business look, 
which has eye appeal for now and into the future. It appears to have all the necessary 
requirements to meet the needs and desires of the employees, to function efficiently. The 
many entrances allow for quick entrance and exit, especially to the large parking lot to the 
north for employees and visitors. It doesn't have a "show off" look, which as a taxpayer, I 
don't want to pay for. The future space (lower level) is a good idea. 

9 Not bad just doesn’t really have any style to it 

10 Very professional welcoming building.  Lots of light through the windows.  Great location.  
The green roof is very appealing as well.  #1 choice 



11 

Blah and Boring and the colour is not modern.  Appears like the land is uneven from the 
parking lot to the doors creating slip and fall hazards.  Not sure where main entrance is... 
would be nice to have a big open, welcoming, inviting main entrance with plants, pictures 
of the trails, lake lisgar fountain, tulip trees planted outside to coincide with our logo.  A 
small fountain outside,  and maybe in the floor inside a nice glass tulip leaf with 
connected, enriched, inspired for all options below as well.   Main entrance and parking 
lot are going together I am assuming for ease of use. 

12 
This is a central location with lots of parking. The green roof is a great initiative for the 
Town to support. It is the largest of the 3 which will be needed with all the storage 
required.   

13 Looks like old post office building that used to be downtown  
14 No 

15 Of the 3 this option seems the most viable.  That being said I thought that rental per 
annum of $217000 was etrocious  $800000 is absolutely NOT a viable option 

16 I like the open accessible stairway to the second floor, the potential for a green roof, and 
the positioning on the corner except  the main entrance doesn't look totally accessible. 

17 We are a small town and although we are growing having a right sized building is much 
more fitting.   

18 
Building is attractive, good location near post office with ample municipal parking 
available. It's close to the downtown core but not directly on Broadway which is nice to 
keep it central but not only focused on Broadway.  

19 Not required 

20 I like the overall look.  Outside public space could be bigger.  No dedicated lunchroom 
that I can see. 

21 Plain but modern. 
22 how would this benefit the tax payer? 
23 Generic modern deco. Will look fantastic new, but will look dated quickly over time. 

24 

Not enough information.  Knowing what the work spaces will look like is essential.  
Cubicles generally are not an effective solution, however they can be acceptable in some 
situations. Open concept work environments have proven to be a production deterrent, 
and a moral killer. 



25 not needed, wasted money 
26 Town loses a All day parking lot which we are already short on. 
27 Don't need it. 
28 To plain, not in keeping with the feel/look of Tillsonburg downtown. 
29 We don't need a 20-30 million dollars expense to the taxpayer 

30 Beautiful looking building, great idea with green space however doesn't represent town 
image  

31 Ugly, no Character, very bland building. 
32 What happens  to all the parking spaces lost with the creation of the new building? 
33 Has the appearance of a municipal building all work and no play! 
34 Nice size and design 
35 Least favourite.  Stale design. 

36 This is the most aesthetically pleasing option. But I don't think it is as great for the 
community as a whole.  

37 This would be my preferred option.  Looks modern.  Green roof is afoot thing. 
38 Very generic 
39 Option A is boring and looks too much like an administrative building with no character 
40 Simple and professional looking building 
41 The look is in line with many other buildings in town.  

42 too industrial looking, not much community gathering space, doesn't appear to have 
much parking 

43 It takes away from Down town parking 
44 NA do we need to spend extra dollars for this? 

45 no future expansion built in, appears built for budget with no thought of an enlarging 
town, town property 

46 interesting, contemporary design, more detail and design than option B 
 


